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Abstract. Modeling learning agents in the context of Multi-agent Sys-
tems requires an adequate understanding of their dynamic behaviour.
Evolutionary Game Theory provides a dynamics which describes how
strategies evolve over time. Börgers et al. [1] and Tuyls et al. [11] have
shown how classical Reinforcement Learning (RL) techniques such as
Cross-learning and Q-learning relate to the Replicator Dynamics (RD).
This provides a better understanding of the learning process. In this
paper, we introduce an extension of the Replicator Dynamics from Evo-
lutionary Game Theory. Based on this new dynamics, a Reinforcement
Learning algorithm is developed that attains a stable Nash equilibrium
for all types of games. Such an algorithm is lacking for the moment.
This kind of dynamics opens an interesting perspective for introducing
new Reinforcement Learning algorithms in multi-state games and Multi-
Agent Systems.

1 Introduction

In this paper a new RL algorithm, based on the Replicator Dynamics (RD) from
Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT), is introduced. Several authors have already
noticed and proved that the RD can emerge from several RL schemes. Börgers et
al. [1] have shown that the RD can emerge from Cross learning and the authors
[10,11] have shown that the RD emerge from Learning Automata and Boltz-
mann Q-learning. This emergence offers a lot of advantages. For instance, these
evolutionary dynamics open a new perspective in understanding and fine tuning
the learning process in games and more general in Multi-Agent Systems (MAS).
Learning can be very time consuming, especially when you need to fine tune
some parameters. As the experiments in Tuyls et al. illustrate [10,11], plotting
the direction field of the RD beforehand in one-state games gives information
on how to initialize the learning agents so that they end up in the most in-
teresting attractors. As these previous results show, convergence is not always
guaranteed for some particular kind of games. For this reason we adapted the
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RD to an extended evolutionary dynamics which describes the desired behaviour
from the Reinforcement Learning (RL) agents. After this, the accompanying RL
algorithm of these Extended Replicator Dynamics (ERD) will be developed.

The outline of the paper is as follows, in section 2 we elaborate on the RD
from EGT and on the important connection with RL, more specifically the Cross
learning model. Section 3 describes how the RD are extended to satisfy the need
of convergence to certain attractors in certain games. After this we describe
the new RL algorithm matching this ERD. Section 4 describes the experiments,
confirming the results from section 3. Finally, we end with a conclusion.

2 Selection Dynamics and Cross Learning

In this section we elaborate on an important result of Börgers and Sarin [1].
They showed that in an appropriately constructed time limit, the Cross learning
model converges to the Replicator Equations. Also it is shown [10,11] how the RD
emerge from Learning Automata and Boltzmann Q-learning. The perspective of
evolutionary dynamics in reinforcement learning offers a lot of advantages. First,
it becomes possible to understand RL in terms of evolutionary dynamics, i.e.
selection and mutation mechanisms, second it allows to fine tune the learning
process in advance. In this paper a new RL algorithm will be developed based
on the replicator equations, which behaves as one desires. This means that the
learning process is guaranteed to converge to a stable Nash equilibrium in all
types of one-state games. In a first subsection we briefly explain the RD, as we
will alter these dynamics in section 3. After this the Cross learning model will be
explained, as this model will serve as a basis for a new RL algorithm in section 3.

2.1 The Replicator Equations

The basic concepts and techniques developed in EGT were initially formulated
in the context of evolutionary biology [13,9]. In this context, the strategies of
all the players are genetically encoded (called genotype). Each genotype refers
to a particular behavior which is used to calculate the payoff of the player. The
payoff of each player’s genotype is determined by the frequency of other player
types in the environment.

One way in which EGT proceeds is by constructing a dynamic process in
which the proportions of various strategies in a population evolve. Examining
the expected value of this process gives an approximation which is called the
RD. Simpy stated, an abstraction of an evolutionary process usually combines
two basic elements: selection and mutation. Selection favors some varieties over
others, while mutation provides variety in the population. RD highlights the role
of selection, it describes how systems consisting of different strategies change over
time. They are formalized as a system of differential equations. Each replicator
(or genotype) represents one (pure) strategy. This strategy is inherited by all
the offspring of that replicator. The general form of a replicator dynamic is the
following:
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dxi

dt
= [(Ax)i − x · Ax]xi (1)

In equation (1), xi represents the density of strategy i in the population, A
is the payoff matrix which describes the different payoff values each individual
replicator receives when interacting with other replicators in the population.
The state of the population (x) can be described as a probability vector x =
(x1, x2, ..., xJ) which expresses the different densities of all the different types
of replicators in the population. Hence (Ax)i is the payoff which replicator i
receives in a population with state x and x · Ax describes the average payoff in

the population. The growth rate
dxi
dt

xi
of the population share using strategy i

equals the difference between the strategy’s current payoff and the average payoff
in the population. For further information we refer the reader to [13,2].

In this paper the players are reinforcement learners. We consider a game to
be played between the members of two different populations, each population
representing one reinforcement learner. As a result, we need two systems of
differential equations: one for the row player (P ) and one for the column player
(Q). This setup corresponds to a RD for asymmetric games. If A = B t, equation
(1) would again emerge.

This translates into the following replicator equations for the two populations:

dpi

dt
= [(Aq)i − p · Aq]pi (2)

dqi

dt
= [(Bp)i − q · Bp]qi (3)

As can be seen in equation (2) and (3), the growth rate of the types in
each population is now determined by the composition of the other population.
Note that, when calculating the rate of change using these systems of differential
equations, two different payoff matrices (A and B) are used for the two different
players.

2.2 The Cross Learning model

The cross learning model is a special case of the standard reinforcement learning
model [1] . The model considers several agents playing the same normal form
game repeatedly in discrete time. At each point in time, each player is charac-
terized by a probability distribution over her strategy set which indicates how
likely she is to play any of her strategies. At each time step (indexed by n) , a
player chooses one of her strategies based on the probabilities which are related
to each isolated strategy. As a result a player can be represented by a probability
vector:

p(n) = (p1(n), ..., pr(n))

In case of a 2-player game with payoff matrix U , player k (k ∈ 1, 2) gets
payoff Uk

ij when player 1 chooses strategy i and player 2 chooses strategy j.
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Players do not observe each others’ strategies and payoffs, they are uninformed
players. After each stage they update their probability vector, according to,

pi(n + 1) = Uij + (1 − Uij)pi(n) (4)

pi′(n + 1) = (1 − Uij)pi′(n) (5)

where 0 ≤ Uij ≤ 1. Equation (4) expresses how the probability of the selected
strategy (i) is updated and equation (5) expresses how all the other strategies
i′ �= i are adjusted. The probability vector of Q(n) is updated in an analogous
manner. This entire system of equations defines a stochastic update process for
the players {pk(n)}. This process is called the ”Cross learning process” in [1].
Börgers and Sarin showed that in an appropriately constructed continuous time
limit, this model converges to the asymmetric, continuous time version of the
replicator dynamics, see section 2.

3 Extending the Replicator Equations
and the Cross Learning Model

The reasons for changing the RD and looking for a new dynamics become clear
from [10,11]. In one-state games it is impossible for Cross learning and Learning
Automata to guarantee convergence to a stable Nash equilibrium in all types of
games. In Boltzmann Q-learning a Nash equilibrium can be attained, but there
is no guarantee for stability. If a dynamical system can be found that offers
these guarantees, we can construct a reinforcement learning algorithm in an
analogous manner with the same behaviour of this adapted dynamical system.
This makes the approach of replicator equations very interesting and promising
toward multi-state games and Multi-Agent Systems.

In the first subsection we will alter the traditional replicator equations in such
a manner that in all classes of games the players will converge to a particular
Nash equilibrium (see section 4). These new equations are referred to as the
Extended Replicator Dynamics (ERD). In the second subsection we will present
the accompanying learning algorithm of the changed dynamics based on the
Cross learning model.

3.1 Developing an Extended Replicator Dynamics

When constructing an altered selection dynamics, we take the replicator dy-
namics and its interpretation as a starting point. In replicator dynamics, the
probabilities a players has over its strategies are changed greedily with respect
to payoff in the present. In this section a method is shown to change this proba-
bilities over strategies not only with respect to payoff growth in the present but
also to payoff growth in the future. We call those players that act so as to opti-
mize future payoff extended Cross learners and the class of dynamics associated
extended dynamics.
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There are of course different ways to build such extended players. The most
obvious is to use a linear approximation of the evolution of fitness in time. This
is the approach we use here.

For the ERD we compose the following equation f ,

f(x) = RD(x) + (dRD(x)/dt) ∗ η (6)

were RD(x) is,
dxi

dt
= [(Ax)i − x · Ax]xi (7)

and η is the parameter that determines how far in the future we need to look.
The composition of equation 6 can best be understood as follows. When using

the classical replicator equations (i.e. RD(x)), we act greedily toward payoff in
the present. When adding our second term,

(dRD(x)/dt) ∗ η (8)

we act greedily toward payoff in the future. From an analytical point of view,
the second term gives actions that are winning fitness (whether its fitness is
negative or positive) a positive push toward a higher chance of getting selected.
On the other hand, actions that are losing fitness (again whether its fitness is
negative or positive) are given a negative push toward a lower chance of getting
selected. This extends the traditional replicator equations. The algorithm we
used to calculate this dynamics can be found in algorithm 1. It will be referred
to as the ERD algorithm since it extends the tradional RD(x) with the future.
This extended evolutionary dynamics succeeds in converging to a stable Nash
Equilibrium (NE) in all 3 categories of 2*2 games. Experiments confirming this
can be found in section 4.

In the next section the reinforcement learning algorithm based on these ex-
tended dynamics is developed.

3.2 Developing an Extended RL-Algorithm

To develop a RL-algorithm based on the Extended Replicator Dynamics, we
start from the result of Börgers and Sarin. They showed that in an appropri-
ately constructed continuous time limit, this model converges to the asymmetric,
continuous time version of the replicator dynamics [1]. Recall that we extended
these dynamics with the following acceleration term,

(dRD(x)/dt) ∗ η (9)

expressing that we act greedily toward payoff in the future. So for the part of
the RD we can rely on the Cross algorithm of Börgers and Sarin. For the part
of equation 9 we calculate an approximation in algorithm 2.

Step a of the algorithm is nothing more than the calculation of Cross Learn-
ing. Step b calculates the approximation of the ERD, where the accel variable
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Algorithm 1 The algorithm used to calculate extended replicator dynamics.
Parameters:

η How far in the future we look for calculating future fitness growth.
stepSize Determines how large steps we take in the updaterule

a1..r The actions a available to the players p.
p(n) = (p1(n), ..., pr(n)) The chances for p playing ai.

RDai(n) The replicator dynamics function of action a from player p at timestep n
according to the current position of all player’s strategies. This implicitly defines

the game being played.

For all actions ai.

1. Calculate an approximation to the replicator dynamics acceleration in the current
position of all player’s strategies in ∆.
accelerationai(n) := RDai(n−1) − RDai(n−2);

2. Ensure payoff positivity. It turns our dynamics into one that is stable in a NE.
if(¬(((RDai(n) > 0) ∧ (RDai(n) + η ∗ accelerationai(n) > 0))∨
((RDai(n) < 0) ∧ (RDai(n) + η ∗ accelerationai(n) < 0)))
{accelerationpa := 0;}

3. Adjust the strategy according to:
fai(n) := stepSize ∗ RDai(n) + η ∗ accelerationai(n); f is the function we are ap-
proximating
pi(n) := pi(n) + fai(n)

contains the approximation of equation 9. Furthermore payoff positivity is en-
sured. Payoff positivity means that strategies that earn above (below) average
have positive (negative) growth rates. Actually, with payoff positivity we ensure
that there is stability in all Nash equilibria. Step c executes the update of the
probabilities of the different actions and updates the acceleration term (or the
payoff in the future). To finalize, the probabilities are normalized.

In the next section we will show experiments in all classes of games with
this algorithm and it will become clear that it always converges to the Extended
Replicator Dynamics.

4 Experiments

In this section we describe some experiments that illustrate the mathematical
derivation of section 3. The experiments have been conducted with 2× 2 games.
The general payoff matrices, A for the first player and B for the second, are de-
fined in table 1. The family of 2×2 games is usually classified in three subclasses,
as follows[5],

Subclass 1: if (a11 − a21)(a12 − a22) > 0 or (b11 − b12)(b21 − b22) > 0, at least
one of the 2 players has a dominant strategy, therefore there is just 1 strict
equilibrium.
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Algorithm 2 An algorithm for RL based on extended replicator dynamics.
Parameters:

η How far in the future we look for calculating future fitness growth.
stepSize Determines how large steps we take in the updaterule

a1..r The actions a available to the players p.
p(n) = (p1(n), ..., pr(n)) The chances for p playing ai.−−−→

accel A variable containing an approximative current acceleration for each pi(n).
θ Learningrate for learning −−−→

accel.−−−−−−−−−→
formerSpeed A variable containing an approximative speed for each ai.

Env(−→ai )p The function returning the immediate payoff from the environment to
player p when all players have acted according to −→ai . This implicitly defines the

game being played.
Actp The function defining the action selection method.

For all players p
1. −−−−→

actionsp := Actp;
For all players p

1. −−−−−→
rewardsp := Env(−−−−→

actions)p

For all players p
1. For all actions ai

(a) Calculate CrossLearning.
if (ai==−−−−→

actionsp)
then {
CrossLearning := −−−−−→

rewardsp ∗ (1 − pi(n)); }
else {
CrossLearning := −−−−−−→

rewardsp ∗ pi(n);}
(b) Calculate extended RD approximation, making sure we retain payoff pos-

itive.
if(sign(CrossLearning) == sign(CrossLearning + −−−→

accelai))
then ExtendRDLearning := CrossLearning + −−−→

accelai ;
else ExtendRDLearning := 0;

(c) Perform the updaterule and calculation of −−−→
accelai .

pi(n) := pi(n) + stepSize ∗ extendRDLearning;−−−→
accelai := −−−→

accelai + θ ∗ ((stepSize ∗ CrossLearning − −−−−−−−−−→
formerSpeedai

) −
−−−→
accelai);−−−−−−−−−→
formerSpeedai

:= stepSize ∗ CrossLearning; }
2. Normalize the pi(n) so that their sum is 1.

Subclass 2: if (a11 − a21)(a12 − a22) < 0,(b11 − b12)(b21 − b22) < 0, and (a11 −
a21)(b11 − b12) > 0, there are 2 pure equilibria and 1 mixed equilibrium.

Subclass 3: if (a11 − a21)(a12 − a22) < 0,(b11 − b12)(b21 − b22) < 0, and (a11 −
a21)(b11 − b12) < 0, there is just 1 mixed equilibrium.

The first subclass includes those type of games where each player has a dominant
strategy, as for instance the prisoners dilemma. However it includes a larger
collection of games since only 1 of the players needs to have a dominant strategy.
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Table 1. The left matrix (A) defines the payoff for the row player, the right matrix
(B) defines the payoff for the column player.

A =

(
a11 a12

a21 a22

)
B =

(
b11 b12

b21 b22

)

Fig. 1. Left : The direction field of the ERD of the prisoners game. Right : The paths
induced by the learning process

In the second subclass none of the players has a dominated strategy. But both
players receive the highest payoff by both playing their first or second strategy.
This is expressed in the condition (a11 − a21)(b11 − b12) > 0. The third subclass
only differs from the second in the fact that the players do not receive their
highest payoff by both playing the first or the second strategy. This is expressed
by the condition (a11 − a21)(b11 − b12) < 0. In the following three subsections
we describe the results of the experiments conducted in each subclass. In all
subclasses we used the following general settings,

– η is set at 300
– stepsize is set to 0.003
– theta is set to 0.0006

4.1 Category 1: Prisoners Dilemma

In category 1 we considered the prisoners dilemma game [13,3]. In this game both
players have a dominant strategy, more precisely defect. The payoff matrices for
this game are as follows, (

1 5
0 3

)
and

(
1 0
5 3

)

In figure 1 the replicator dynamic of the game is plotted using the differential
equations of 6.

More specifically, the figure on the left illustrates the direction field of the
extended replicator dynamics and the figure on the right shows the learning
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Fig. 2. Left : The direction field of the RD of the battle of the sexes game. Right : The
paths induced by the learning proces

process of algorithm 1. We plotted for both players the probability of choosing
their first strategy (in this case defect). So, the first players probabilities are
on the X-axis and the second players probabilities on the Y -axis. As starting
points for the learning process we generated 50 random points. In every point a
learning path starts and converges to the equilibrium at the point (1, 1). As you
can see all the sample paths of the reinforcement learning process approximate
the paths of the RD.

4.2 Category 2: Battle of the Sexes

For the second game we considered the battle of the sexes game, defined by the
following payoff matrices [13,3]:(

2 0
0 1

)
and

(
1 0
0 2

)

Figure 2 demonstrates the results. On the left you see the direction field of this
game, on the right the sample paths induced by the learning process. You can see
3 equilibria: two pure equilibra at (0, 0) and at (1, 1), and one mixed at (2/3, 1/3).
Now we have convergence to the 2 strict equilibria. The third equilibrium is very
unstable as you can see in the direction field plot. This instability is the reason
why it will not emerge from the learning process on the long run. Again we used
a grid of random starting points.

4.3 Category 3:

The third class consists of the games with a unique mixed equilibrium. We
considered the following game,(

2 3
4 1

)
and

(
3 1
2 4

)
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Fig. 3. The direction field plot of the RD for subclass 3

Fig. 4. Left : The direction field of the RD. Right : The paths induced by the learning
process

Typical for the traditional RD in this class of games is that the interior
trajectories define closed orbits around the equilibrium point. Figure 3 illustrates
this.

This type of game shows an important difference with our ERD and the
matching learning algorithm. ERD and the matching learning algorithm will
not circle but converge to the mixed Nash equilibrium. This is illustrated in
figure 4. Moreover the equilibrium is stable, meaning that the learning process
will not abandon it. The long-run learning dynamics are illustrated in the figure
on the right. Again we used a grid of random starting points for the learning
process.

5 Conclusion

In this paper it is shown that the RD from EGT are an adequate basis for
reinforcement learning in games. This opens a new perspective on developing re-
inforcement learning algorithms for multi-state games and Multi-Agent Systems.
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More precisely we showed that with an extension of the traditional replicator
equations (ERD), Nash equilibria can be attained in all kind of games. Based
on this new dynamics we constructed a RL-algorithm that converges to this ex-
tended replicator dynamics. In [12] we showed that for the matter of one-state
games Cross learning is the simplest learning model (over Learning Automata,
Q-learning) and suffices to attain the same results as the other learning models.
It turned out that the Cross model keeps things most simple in the sense of
setting parameters and computational effort. The experiments confirmed that
with the Cross model, the Nash equilibria can be reached in the most elegant
way. Therefore this new algorithm, extending Cross Learning and guaranteeing
a stable Nash equilibrium, is sufficient for any type of one-state game.

In a next phase, these results will be extended to multiple state games. De-
veloping such algorithms will be based on Learning Automata and Q-learning,
two possible techniques for multi-state games. In both techniques the connection
with the Replicator Dynamics has been proved [10,11].
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